
A new milestone was achieved with the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
AUPE and the Public Sector Division (PSD) on 1st June 2016.

The MOU affirms the need and willingness of both parties to continue the good relationship that has been built
over many years. Both AUPE and PSD will continue to work closely together to bring about sustainable
improvements for the employee’s career development, skills training and overall remunerations that benefit
both the Civil Service and employees.

Both parties will consult each other on changes to existing, or proposals for new service-wide terms and
conditions of service (e.g. working hours, salary ranges etc.).

The MOU adds on to the many reasons
of the Union’s relevance at the
workplace and its important role of
providing assurance to our members.

AUPE looks forward to growing its 
membership base and collectively  
achieving more for our members.
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AUPE & PSD STRENGTHEN LABOUR
MANAGEMENT TIES WITH MOU

“The MOU will serve as a useful reference for future
leaders of AUPE and PSD; that we will always want
to resolve issues in a very collaborative manner,
with respect and trust for each other. With that trust,
there is no problem too big for us to solve.”
-- Yeo Chun Fing, General Secretary of AUPE

“One critical success factor to our good working
relationship is that we are always ready to explore
other possible solutions when something doesn’t
work.”
-- James Wong, Deputy Secretary (Policy) of PSD

AUPE and PSD officials
at the signing ceremony

Yeo Chun Fing, General Secretary, AUPE (left)
and James Wong, Deputy Secretary (Policy),
PSD sharing a handshake.
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Civil servants to receive 0.45 
month mid-year payment

AUPE helps  former OB member get  due compensat ion
for terminat ion without  not ice

Come July 2016, civil servants will get a mid-year payment of 0.45 month. In addition, around 1,500 low-wage 
civil servants will get a built-in wage increase of up to $25 in their monthly salary, over and above their annual 
increment in 2016.

This decision was made by the Government after close consultations with the public sector unions, and
considering the global economic outlook and economic growth across all sectors in Singapore.

AUPE’s General Secretary Yeo Chun Fing said the union
welcomes the Public Sector Division’s decision.

An AUPE member reaped the benefits of her wise decision to remain as a General Branch (GB) member
of the union after leaving the public service. She and 13 of her colleagues, who were all working in a
private company, had their employment contracts abruptly terminated in March 2016 even though their
contracts were supposed to end in May 2016. At a loss, the member approached Katherine Loh, Deputy
General Secretary of AUPE, for advice at the end of April 2016.

Katherine noticed that the employment contract was unfair. It required an employee to give two weeks’
notice to the employer before resigning from service, but there was no mention of the notice period that
the employer had to give before terminating the employee.

Katherine advised the member to request for the two weeks’ Notice Pay from the company. When the
company refused, she advised the member to refer the matter to the Ministry of Manpower (MOM). The company
was given appropriate advice by the MOM officer and all 14 employees were paid two weeks’ salary in lieu
of notice on 25 May 2016.

Know someone who is unfairly treated at work, or needs advice on workplace matters?

Speak to your branch committee member or call us at 8511 4981 today.

“During challenging times, our civil servants work just as diligently to 
serve the people. We are happy to conclude a package that is fair and most
importantly, recognises the hard work and contributions of our civil servants.

We hope that if the economy recovers, the Government will duly reward
our civil servants.”
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How can AUPE better connect with 
You, Our Members?

Close to 230 officials from the AUPE Executive Council 
and the respective AUPE branches brainstormed at the
recent AUPE LM2019 workshop in Singapore.

Aligning with Labour Movement, the discussions led to 
workshop participants agreeing to target and deepen
our efforts in the three areas for the 2019 term. The
respective branches set individual goals to help achieve
the overall outcome for AUPE.

GROW: With the evolving demographics in the Civil Service, the Union will further strengthen and grow
its membership by enhancing the scope of representation and welcoming more PMEs into the AUPE family
through our recruitment drives.

Branch officials discussing their action plans

Group photo of workshop attendees on 2 Apr 2016

CARE

Our
Working
People

for

CROW
with

FAIR
to

AUPE LM2019:
Charting the Way Forward Care-Fair-Grow

Through the AUPE LM2019 workshop, the 
union officials renewed their commitment to
improving the focus areas through:

CARE: AUPE and its branches will work with
our management partners to ensure that our 
members are able to work in a positive and
safe environment.

FAIR: The Union will enhance its engagements 
with members, support members on workplace
issues, and safeguard members’ rights &
welfare.
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With all the hype about the government giving $500 to each Singaporean to upgrade and learn new skills,
AUPE’s branch officials got the chance to understand more about the SkillsFuture Credit and its importance
through a half-day training program at OTCi.

Spanning over 3 Saturday mornings, over 200 branch officials learnt how technological changes and new
developments in the workforce will affect the employability of our members.

All Home Affairs Services – Immigration & Checkpoints Authority (HAS-ICA) officers – including part-time,
re-employed and contract officers – will be automatically covered under the MINDEF & MHA Group
Insurance from 1 July 2016.

This $150,000 group term life and $150,000 group personal accident insurance coverage is fully sponsored by 
ICA, and is one of many ways ICA recognises the contributions and risk their officers face. A Voluntary Scheme 
is also available for officers who wish to purchase additional coverage for themselves and/or their dependents.

HAS-ICA Officers can look out for upcoming roadshows to better understand the benefits of the group
insurance.

For more information on SkillsFuture Credit, visit www.skillsfuture.sg.

As a union member, you can also enjoy a subsidy of up to $250 under the UTAP
Scheme. Call AUPE at 8511 4981 or visit skillsupgrade.ntuc.org.sg to find out more!

It is important for all 
of us to prepare early
and equip ourselves 
with new skills and stay
employable.

The training helped
our officials learn to
use the SkillsFuture
portal to search and
apply for courses.

With this knowledge, 
branch officials can
help members with
their enquiries on the
SkillsFuture credit and 
encourage them to
be future-ready by
up-skilling and
re-skilling.

Skills Future Credit
 - Training for tomorrow

Over 5,000 HAS-ICA officers
to enjoy $150k insurance coverage
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The month of May is a significant period for unionists. It is the time we discuss about the future of our Labour
Movement and more importantly, thank the people who gave strength to our voice: our members.

Recognising the pessimistic growth forecast of Singapore’s economy, our Singapore Polytechnic (SP) Staff 
Branch committee hoped to spur our members on with the yearly May Day buffet lunch held on 19 May 2016
in SP.

SP Staff Branch thanks members
with exclusive May Day lunch
By Chan Kok Wai, Chairman, SP Staff Branch

Hopefully, the economy will be doing much
better when the next May Day lunch comes
around.

SP Staff Branch thanks members  
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While many unionists were preparing for May 
Day, about 12 of us rolled our sleeves up to
support the Willing Hearts Project @ Soup
Kitchen during the wee hours of the morning
on 30 Apr 2015.

AUPE Women’s Committee members and
volunteers reported at the Kitchen as early as
5 in the morning to cook and deliver food to
residents of Chin Swee Road, Banda Street and
Jalan Minyak.

It was an eye-opening experience to be
cooking with a gigantic wok and ladle (that’s 
me in the first photo on the right conquering
the wok!). We dived straight into preparing 
chicken curry, mixed vegetables, “sayur lodeh”,
steamed rice and “fried kway teow”.

As much as we had fun in the kitchen
preparing food, we were saddened when
we visited the homes of the lonely hearts,
some of whom seemed to be looking out
into space, lost. Although some doors were
shut while we were delivering the food,
there were some who were waiting and
anticipating our arrival.

Regardless of our tired feet and aching muscles 
at the end of the project, it was ALL WORTH IT!

AUPE Women’s Committee
cooks it up for the less fortunate
By Noorfarahin Ahmad, Assistant General Secretary, AUPE
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About the Willing Hearts Project 
The Willing Hearts operates a soup kitchen 
365 days a year that prepares, cooks and 
distributes about 5,000 daily meals to the 
needy in Singapore. Want to make a 
difference in someone’s life? Be part of the 
Willing Hearts today! Find out more at 
www.facebook.com/WillingHearts.  

 

About the Willing Hearts Project

The Willing Hearts operates a soup

kitchen 365 days a year that prepares, 

cooks and distributes about 5,000

daily meals to the needy in Singapore.

Want to make a difference in

someone’s life? Be part of the Willing

Hearts today! Find out more at 

www.facebook.com/WillingHearts.
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To most of us, adding healthy activities to our busy schedule
is no easy feat. But actually, a healthy lifestyle can start 
from a simple walk – which was what the AUPE Singapore
Polytechnic (SP) staff union branch and the SP Human
Resource Department co-hosted on 3 June 2016 for the staff.

About 50 staff participated in a short 3.5km walk to the Ulu Pandan
Park Connector near SP as an effort to stay healthy and make friends with fellow staff and members.

Walking towards a healthy lifestyle 
with staff & members
By Chan Kok Wai, Chairman, SP Staff Branch

SP Staff Branch thanks members  
with exclusive May Day lunch 
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Each participant was given a bottle of water and an
energising fruit to prepare for the walk. Dark clouds started
to gather right before the walk, and we were worried the
walk had to be cancelled. Thankfully, the participants were
very keen and wanted to go ahead with this walk, which
turned out to be a brilliant idea as the weather started to
clear shortly after we embarked.

The walk took us only about an hour, and was filled with
laughter and endless chatter among the participants. Pleased
with this unique bonding event, the participants expressed
their thanks and urged us to organise similar walks further
from the campus in future.

The next activity is in the plans, so do stay tuned for more
details!

Income Criteria (same as 2015):
For Members with Dependents Staying in Same Household in Singapore:

  •  Total Monthly Gross Household Income of $3,000 and below, OR
  •  Per Capita Income of $750 and below if Gross Household Income exceeds $3,000

For Members with No Dependents Staying in Same Household in Singapore:
  •  Monthly Gross Personal Income of $1,450 and below

To qualify, the member must also have a minimum of 6 months
continuous paid-up union membership as of July 2016

and must not be in arrears.

Visit www.aupe.org.sg today to
download the application form!

To continue the Labour Movement’s efforts to help our 
low-income union members and their families defray
the cost of basic necessities and their children’s school
expenses for the new school year, the NTUC-U Care
Fund has set aside $2.675 million worth of U Stretch
Vouchers and $3.8 million worth of U Care Back To
School Vouchers for 2016.

For your convenience, you will only need to submit one
joint application form for both voucher programmes!
Application closes on 15 July 2016.

Apply for
U Stretch & U Care
Back to School vouchers now!
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Wish to share a story with us? Send your photos and write-up to sarah_cheng@aupe.org.sg today!

to the following recipients of the May Day Awards! 
Thank you for making lives better for our workers.

Congratulations


